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Abstract. The M.A.D. Transform is applied to pairs of registered psoriasis lesion patterns within and between weekly sessions. Color band contribution to the first M.A.D. component is analyzed.

1 Introduction

We use a set of registered psoriasis lesion patterns segmented from a set of images taken at the Gentofte Hospital, Denmark during four pilot sessions with three invited patients. On those occasions, three lesions per patient were captured five times during each session, along four weeks. The images were labelled with four characters, indicating patient (1,2,3), lesion (A, B, C), session (a, b, c, d) and capture (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) respectively. From a subset of these images, lesion patterns were segmented and registered within and between sessions using the schemes reported in [4] and [3] respectively.

To evaluate lesion changes between sessions, physicians make scores of a four-variable set: redness, scaling, thickness and body area covered by the lesions. Manual scoring depends strongly on the dermatologist, who can show criteria variations along sessions due to the huge amount of patients and lesions observed during each working day.

The main objective of the present work is to analyze changes in time [8], [10], [1] from a statistical point of view of the registered data sets mentioned. A suitable statistical approach for analyzing changes in time in a multi-variable fashion is the Multi-variate Alteration Detection Transform (M.A.D.) [9]. It transforms two sets of multi-variate observations into a difference between two linear combinations of the original variables explaining maximal change in all variables simultaneously. The magnitude of the lesion changes in time could be shown using the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component. Alternatively, the color band contribution to the change could be calculated.

The present work is composed of the following sections. First, a short description of the registration algorithm is given. Secondly, general aspects of the
M.A.D. Transform are described. Then, an experiment to compute the color band contribution in the lesions change in time is designed. A section of results and discussion follows. Results for each single case can be found in the Appendix.

2 Registration Scheme

For completeness, the registration scheme used to align the patterns is briefly described. Details can be found in [3]. The registration scheme is composed of two stages. In the first stage, global rotation and translation effects of assumed segmented patterns of equally scaled psoriasis lesions are removed. In the second stage, it is assumed that there are no local rotation effects and, therefore, only local translation effects are removed. In both stages, the Extreme Value Detection Algorithm (E.V.D.A.) is applied to compute the minimal distance between pairs of translated and rotated patterns.

E.V.D.A. is an iterative process that expects the translation effects between two objects to be matched are removed when their center of masses match. In the first iteration, a mapping template centered on the center of mass of the domain of one of the objects is used to define the subset of the domain of the distance function for which the values are going to be estimated. This mapping template includes many points of the neighborhood of the center of mass, and only few that are far away from the center. The extreme value of the calculated values of the distance function is obtained, and the same mapping template is centered on that first guessed of the extreme value. This step is repeated until the guessed extreme value does not change anymore.

3 M.A.D. Transform

Following [8], let $X_1$ and $X_2$ be two sets of Gaussian distributed variables of dimension $m_1$ and $m_2$ respectively, with $m_1 \leq m_2$, $E\{X_1\} = E\{X_2\} = 0$ transformed with the coefficients from a standard canonical correlation analysis $a_1$ and $a_2$ in

\begin{align}
Y_{1i} &= a_1^T X_1, \ i = 1, ..., m_1 \\
Y_{2i} &= a_2^T X_2, \ i = 1, ..., m_2,
\end{align}

(1)

positively correlated and with unit variance, such that the variance of their difference is maximized.

\begin{align}
Var[a_1^T X_1 - a_2^T X_2] &= \ \ (2)
\end{align}

\begin{align}
Var[a_1^T X_1] + Var[a_2^T X_2] - 2\text{Cov}[a_1^T X_1, a_2^T X_2] \\
&= 2(1 - \text{Corr}[a_1^T X_1, a_2^T X_2])
\end{align}

(3)

The M.A.D. Transform consists of the variates to get when the corresponding canonical variates are subtracted in reverse order, which means that the $m_1^{th}$
difference shows maximum variance among such variables, and the \((m_1 - j)^{th}\) difference shows maximum variance subject to the constraint that this difference is not correlated with the previous \(j\) ones. The M.A.D. variates are invariant to linear and affine scaling, which is not the case of the Principal Components. The dispersion matrix of the M.A.D. variates is

\[
D[a_1^TX_1 - a_2^TX_2] = 2(I - R)
\]

where \(I\) is the \(m_1 \times m_1\) unit matrix and \(R\) is the \(m_1 \times m_1\) matrix containing the sorted canonical correlations on the diagonal and zeros off the diagonal.

4 Results and Discussion

The contribution of each single color band in showing the lesion change in a period of one week is analyzed here. Results are confronted with the original image data. Lesion changes between sessions are also described using the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component.

Following with the notation used in previous work ([6], [4], [5], [7], [3]), the groups of images corresponding to a given patient and lesion are here called "case (patient, lesion)". The cases registered in [3] are \((1, A), (1, B), (1, C), (2, A), (2, B)\) and \((3, C)\), which can be seen in the Appendix C of the referred work.

The set of 108 registered images produced by the registration scheme (see Appendix C in [3]) allowed the construction of 377 pairs\(^1\) of registered lesions with the same time increment of one week between them. For each image of a given patient and lesion, each one of the images of the next session were associated. For each pair of synthetical images constructed in the way mentioned, the M.A.D. transform was applied [2]. The M.A.D. Transform was only applied to the pixels belonging to the lesion. Tables 1 and 2 show the results obtained for the sets of registered images.

Each single cell value in Table 1 is the average absolute correlation value between the \(b\) - \(th\) color band and the \(m\) - \(th\) MAD components of all pairs of images of the \(l\) - \(th\) lesion of the \(p\) - \(th\) patient. It is computed in the following way:

\[
E[p_{p,l,b,m}] = \frac{1}{(n_s - \delta l)n_c^2} \sum_{s=1}^{n_s-\delta l} \sum_{i=1}^{n_s} \sum_{j=1}^{n_c} d_{p,l,s,i,s,j,b,m}
\]

\(^1\) For each lesion the number of pairs is \((1, A) = 25 \times 3; (1, B) = 9 \times 3; (1, C) = 25 \times 2; (2, A) = 25 \times 3; (2, B) = 25 \times 3\) and \((2, C) = 25 \times 3\) respectively.
where
\[ a_{p,l,s,i,\delta t,j,b,m} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ |\rho[X_{p,l,s,i,b}, MAD_{p,l,s,i,\delta t,j,b,m}]| + |\rho[X_{p,l,s+i,\delta t,j,b}, MAD_{p,l,s+i,\delta t,j,b,m}]| \right] \]  
(7)

and \( \rho \) is the correlation coefficient, \( \delta t \) is the time increment (in this case, \( \delta t \) is one week). The indexes \( i \) and \( j \) indicate the capture number within a session. \( MAD_{p,l,s,i,\delta t,j,b,m} \) equals to \( MAD[X_{p,l,s,i,b}, X_{p,l,s+i,\delta t,j,b,m}] \).

Each single cell value in Table 2 is the standard deviation of the averaged absolute correlation values between the normalized co-occurrence matrix of the \( b-th \) color bands and the \( m-th \) MAD components of all pairs of images of the \( l-th \) lesion of the \( p-th \) patient. It is computed in the following way:

\[ S[\rho_{p,l,b,m}] = \sqrt{\frac{1}{(n_x - \delta t)n_c^2} \sum_{s=1}^{n_x-\delta t} \sum_{i=1}^{n_x} \sum_{j=1}^{n_x} \left( a_{p,l,s,i,\delta t,j,b,m}^2 \right) - E[\rho_{p,l,b,m}]^2} \]  
(8)

where the symbols have the same meaning as before.

**Table 1.** Average Absolute Correlation Values per Lesion of RGB registered lesion data with their respective M.A.D. Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Patient,Lesion)</th>
<th>(R,MAD1)</th>
<th>(G,MAD1)</th>
<th>(B,MAD1)</th>
<th>(R,MAD2)</th>
<th>(G,MAD2)</th>
<th>(B,MAD2)</th>
<th>(R,MAD3)</th>
<th>(G,MAD3)</th>
<th>(B,MAD3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1.A)</td>
<td>0.239941</td>
<td>0.312891</td>
<td>0.479555</td>
<td>0.071068</td>
<td>0.267727</td>
<td>0.141211</td>
<td>0.246138</td>
<td>0.150544</td>
<td>0.095587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.B)</td>
<td>0.194602</td>
<td>0.342770</td>
<td>0.404496</td>
<td>0.086706</td>
<td>0.122383</td>
<td>0.123006</td>
<td>0.324035</td>
<td>0.278036</td>
<td>0.255027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.C)</td>
<td>0.502525</td>
<td>0.682041</td>
<td>0.608087</td>
<td>0.211631</td>
<td>0.176254</td>
<td>0.224510</td>
<td>0.254546</td>
<td>0.171539</td>
<td>0.071888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.A)</td>
<td>0.273979</td>
<td>0.444085</td>
<td>0.298466</td>
<td>0.185631</td>
<td>0.198860</td>
<td>0.123149</td>
<td>0.185035</td>
<td>0.317495</td>
<td>0.116539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.B)</td>
<td>0.232567</td>
<td>0.325106</td>
<td>0.154075</td>
<td>0.123701</td>
<td>0.157495</td>
<td>0.116539</td>
<td>0.314972</td>
<td>0.258697</td>
<td>0.225947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.C)</td>
<td>0.399863</td>
<td>0.536893</td>
<td>0.529572</td>
<td>0.314972</td>
<td>0.258697</td>
<td>0.225947</td>
<td>0.212062</td>
<td>0.127252</td>
<td>0.186059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Excluding from Table 1 the case for which the registered lesion patterns are partially covered by hair (Patient 2, Lesion B), we can observe that, in general,
Table 2. Standard Deviation of the Absolute Correlation Values per Lesion of the RGB registered lesion data with the M.A.D. Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Patient, Lesion)</th>
<th>(R, MAD1)</th>
<th>(G, MAD1)</th>
<th>(B, MAD1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1, A)</td>
<td>0.082760</td>
<td>0.088492</td>
<td>0.076644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, B)</td>
<td>0.062977</td>
<td>0.068879</td>
<td>0.101755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, C)</td>
<td>0.071854</td>
<td>0.061745</td>
<td>0.044919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, A)</td>
<td>0.150030</td>
<td>0.130561</td>
<td>0.081781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, B)</td>
<td>0.043526</td>
<td>0.078200</td>
<td>0.060818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, C)</td>
<td>0.120938</td>
<td>0.129143</td>
<td>0.099749</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Patient, Lesion)</th>
<th>(R, MAD2)</th>
<th>(G, MAD2)</th>
<th>(B, MAD2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1, A)</td>
<td>0.047430</td>
<td>0.061808</td>
<td>0.072253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, B)</td>
<td>0.042134</td>
<td>0.102374</td>
<td>0.107343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, C)</td>
<td>0.088767</td>
<td>0.095334</td>
<td>0.078513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, A)</td>
<td>0.103476</td>
<td>0.125162</td>
<td>0.076504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, B)</td>
<td>0.055127</td>
<td>0.103429</td>
<td>0.061393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, C)</td>
<td>0.167413</td>
<td>0.165183</td>
<td>0.133105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Patient, Lesion)</th>
<th>(R, MAD3)</th>
<th>(G, MAD3)</th>
<th>(B, MAD3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1, A)</td>
<td>0.021716</td>
<td>0.022367</td>
<td>0.030666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, B)</td>
<td>0.074971</td>
<td>0.062505</td>
<td>0.061780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, C)</td>
<td>0.052423</td>
<td>0.067971</td>
<td>0.050960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, A)</td>
<td>0.023292</td>
<td>0.017698</td>
<td>0.027054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, B)</td>
<td>0.027727</td>
<td>0.028042</td>
<td>0.025397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, C)</td>
<td>0.069320</td>
<td>0.061744</td>
<td>0.049821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

most of the contribution in the first M.A.D. component is given either by the green or the blue band. These results can be verified, by visual examination of the registered lesions image patterns decomposed in its RGB bands included in Appendix B.

Some outputs produced during the experiment mentioned before are shown in Appendix A. For each case, registered image patterns, corresponding to the first image of each session, and the absolute first M.A.D. components of pairs of those patterns with a time separation of one week can be seen. In order to show the magnitude of the change, the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component has been computed. Light colors in the figures corresponding to the absolute value of the first M.A.D. components imply more change in the lesion; dark colors imply the opposite situation. For instance, for the case (1, A), in the upper part of the figure we have four registered patterns, corresponding to the first, second, third and fourth week. In the lower part of the same figure, we have from the left to the right, the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component from the first to the second week, from the second to the third week, and, from the third to the fourth week respectively. The figures corresponding to the remaining cases are presented in the same way. Some comments regarding to visual examination of the results follow.
For the case \((1, A)\), it can be seen that most of the change from the first to the second week occurs in the central part of the lesion. Afterwards, from the second to the third week, it spreads out. From the third to the fourth week, most of the change occurs near the borders. The same behavior can be described for the case \((1, B)\) and for the first three weeks of the case \((1, C)\). In the upper part of the first M.A.D. component from the first to the second week of the case \((1, B)\) a large change is indicated. Looking at the original images, it seems that this aspect could be indicating different illumination conditions [5] between the captures, more than lesion changes. The reader is reminded that the mentioned cases do correspond to the same patient. For the case \((2, A)\) an interesting peak can be observed in the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component from the first to the second week. This is not easily appreciable in the original images. Clearly the M.A.D. transform is able to show a change that cannot be seen in the original images. For the case \((2, B)\), it can again be observed that the change starts in the center of the lesion and in the next week it spreads out. It was mentioned in [3], that the registration algorithm gets a bit confused in the presence of hair. Hair displacements between sessions can not easily be seen in the absolute value first M.A.D. component. This may be because of the quality of the registration output itself. For the case \((3, C)\), the presence of scaling in the second week is clearly indicated by large absolute values of the first M.A.D. component, from the first to the second week, and, from the second to the third week. However, peaks appearing in the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component from the third to the fourth week are clearly skin displacements attained after folding the elbow. In general, it could be said that the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component shows in a very clear manner, the appearing and disappearing of scaling.

An aspect that was not considered here, because it is not the objective of the present work, is that the M.A.D. transform, as it was conceived in [9], requires positive correlation of the canonical variables. The cases for which the canonical variables are not positively correlated\(^2\), could be interesting to analyze. This is referred to the meaning of the output of the difference of negatively correlated canonical variables. If the M.A.D. Transform is extended to all the orientations of the two sets of eigenvectors by flipping the eigenvectors values of the original variables, a set of four possible solutions is produced.

5 Conclusions

The small number of lesions evaluated is not enough to make general conclusions about the disease behavior. However, for the cases analyzed the following can be mentioned. Looking at the absolute value of the first M.A.D. component

\(^2\) In the psoriasis lesions data set there cases for which the correlation between pairs of images is negative. See for instance, in Tables 6, 8 and 10 of [3] the values corresponding to the case \((3, C)\).
of pairs of registered lesion patterns separated by a period of one week, it can be observed that in the beginning, most of the change occurs within the lesion, while in the next week it spreads out and is distributed on the whole lesion. In some cases it has been observed, that in the last sessions, the change occurs near the lesion borders.

Regarding the contribution of each single color band to the first M.A.D. component, it has been shown that, in general, it is either the green or the blue band, and not the red band which contributes most in showing the change.
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Appendix

A Registered Images and First M.A.D. Components
Fig. 1. Registered Images for the case (1, A) and the First M.A.D. components per week.

Fig. 2. Registered Images for the case (1, B) and the First M.A.D. components per week.
**Fig. 3.** Registered Images for the case $(1, C)$ and the First M.A.D. components per week.

**Fig. 4.** Registered Images for the case $(2, A)$ and the First M.A.D. components per week.
Fig. 5. Registered Images for the case $(2, B)$ and the First M.A.D. components per week.

Fig. 6. Registered Images for the case $(3, C)$ and the First M.A.D. components per week.
B  RGB bands of the registered images

![RGB bands of the registered images](image)

**Fig. 7.** RGB bands of registered images of the case (1, A)
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Fig. 8. *RGB bands of registered images of the case (1, B)*

Fig. 9. *RGB bands of registered images of the case (1, C)*
**Fig. 10.** $RGB$ bands of registered images of the case $(2, A)$

**Fig. 11.** $RGB$ bands of registered images of the case $(2, B)$
Fig. 12. RGB bands of registered images of the case (3, C)


